Writing and Reading Numbers Up to 999

Now write each word name in standard form.

example: six hundred seven - 607

a. nine hundred fifteen - ________________________
b. three hundred forty-two - ________________________
c. two hundred thirty-one - ________________________
d. ninety-seven - ________________________

e. one hundred sixty-three - ________________________
f. three hundred five - ________________________
g. six hundred ninety - ________________________
h. five hundred eighteen - ________________________
i. seven hundred fourteen - ________________________

Write the word name for each number below.

example: 572 - five hundred seventy-two

j. 406 - ________________________
k. 220 - ________________________
l. 363 - ________________________
Now write each word name in standard form.

example: six hundred seven - 607

a. nine hundred fifteen - 915

k. 220 - two hundred twenty

l. 363 - three hundred sixty-three
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